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1. Introduction 
About twenty-five years ago Garret Birkhoff (1959) indicated how positivity arguments could be 
exploiied in problems from nuclear reactor theory, and he conjectured that infinite dimensional analo-
gues of the Perron-Frobenius theorem would provide the right framework for these kind of problems. 
Since then it has proved that he was right and nowadays there exists a vast amount of-liferature where 
methods from positive operator and semigroup theory are used to study problems in linear transport 
theory. Moreover, within a few years positive semigroup theory has become a new discipline in func-
tional analysis. 
It is the purpose of this paper to indicate how positivity can be exploited succesfully in linear models 
from structured population dynamics. In Diekmann, Heijmans and Thieme (1984) we investigate a linear 
model describing a cell population reproducing by equal fission. The spectrum of the strongly continu-
ous semigroup associated with the problem is obtained (by applying a spectral mapping theorem) from 
the spectrum of the corresponding generator. This spectrum has been investigated in Heijmans (to 
appear, 1) using the positivity of the resolvent. 
In this paper we shall follow a different road, and use the positivity of the semigroup itself. The 
advantage of this approach is that extensions to non-autonomous situations are possible: e.g. Diekmann, 
Heijmans & Thieme (in prep.). 
This paper consists of the following parts. In section 2 we give a short introduction in positive semi-
group theory and prove a very general renewal result. In section 3 we describe a model, covering several 
examples in structured population dynamics: we shall discuss five of these examples. Then in section 4 
we show how a semigroup can be associated with the problem and moreover we shall represent this semi-
group as an infinite series. At that place we shall also state our main result concerning the asymptotic 
behaviour of solutions. In order to prove this main result we apply the theory discussed in section 2 
which is permitted after some positivity and compactness conditions have been verified. This is succes-
sively done in section 5 and section 6. In section 7 we make some final remarks. 
2. Some results from positive semigroup theory 
Let X be a Banach space and L:X-'>X a bounded linear operator. We denote by o(L),Po(L) the 
spectrum and point spectrum of L respectively. We let p(L) be the resolvent set and r(L) the spectral 
radius. 'iil(L) and mf...L) denote the range and kernel of L respectively. For a bounded subset V of X 
the (Kuratowski) measure of noncompactness a(V) is defined as (e.g. Nussbaum (1970)): 
a(V) = inf {d>OI there exist a finite number of sets V1' · · · ,Vn such that the diameter of Vi is less 
n 
than d and V = . U Vi}. The measure of noncompactness IL la of the bounded linear operator L :X -'>X 
1=! 
is by definition 
ILla = inf {m;;;.. 0 la(L(V)) ~ m.a(V), for all bounded subsets V of X}. 
The proof of the following result can be found in Nussbaum (1970). 
Lemma 2.1. a) IL la ~ llL II for every bounded linear operator L. 
b) IL1 + L2la ~ IL1la + IL2lafor all bounded linear operators L"L2. 
c) IL + C la = IL la if L is bounded and C is compact. 
Remark 2.2. It can be proved that I . la induces a seminorm on the space of bounded linear operators on 
X (see Nussbaum (1970)). 
Definition The (Browder) essential spectrum <1ess(L) of L is defined by: AE<1ess(L) if at least one of the 
following conditions holds 
(1) X is a limit point of o(L ), 
(2) ffM.AI - L) is not closed, 
(3) U mf...(AI-Lf) is infinite dimensional. 
k;;>I 
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Browder (1961) has proved that AEa(L) \ Oess(L) implies that X is an eigenvalue of L and, moreover, X is 
a pole of the resolvent R(X,L)=(M-L)- 1 of finite order. Such an eigenvalue is called a normal eigen-
value. With ress(L) we denote the radius of the essential spectrum, i.e. ress(L) = sup {IX I I AEOess(L )}. 
Nussbaum (1970) proved the following result: 
I 
ress (L) = lim IL n 1:-. 
n-->OO 
(2.1) 
Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup T(t), t ;;;.oo (Pazy (1983)). We can prop-
erly define 
"'o = wo(T(t)) = lim .l 1og llT(t)ll, 
1-->00 t 
(2.2.a) 
Wess = Wess(T(t)) = lim J_ log IT(t)la, 
1-->00 t 
(2.2.b) 
with the convention that log 0 = -oo. w0(T(t)) is called the growth bound and "'ess(T(t)) the essential 
growth bound. It can be proved that 
r(T(t)) = e""'1 , ress(T(t)) = e"'"" 1 , t > 0, 
where e - 00 = 0. The spectral bound s (A ) of the generator A is defined by 
s(A) = {ReXIXEa(A )} , 
where s(A) = -oo if this set is empty. Then 
wo(T(t)) = max{s(A),wess(T(t))}. 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
These results can be found in Pruss (1981) in a slightly different formulation (see also Webb (to appear)). 
A standard result in semigroup theory (e.g. Webb (to appear)) says: 
For all w > w0 there is M(w);;;.ol such that llT(t)llo;;;;M(w)e"'1 ,for all t ;;;;;., 0. (2.6) 
A question which is very important in the applications is whether or not s(A) = w0(T(t)) and how 
the peripheral spectrum a+(A) of A, i.e. o+(A) = {XEo(A) I ReX = s(A)} if s(A )>-oo and 
a +(A ) = 0 if s (A ) = - oo, looks like. Very precise answers to this question are known for so-called 
positive semigroups. Let us first give some definitions. For the rest of this section we assume that X is a 
Banach lattice and we let X + be the cone of positive elements (Schaefer (1974)). We denote by x* the 
dual space and by x: the dual cone. Finally we let <F,cp> be the duality pairing for cfJEX, FEX*. 
Defmition The semigroup T(t) is called positive (i.e. T(t );;;.oO) if T(t) leaves the cone invariant for all 
t ;;;.oo. We call T(t) irreducible if for every $EX +.#0, F EX: , F=l=O there exists a t >0 such that 
<F,T(t)cp>>O. 
Remark 2.3. Proposition III.8.3. of Schaefer (1974) shows that this definition is equivalent to Schaefer's 
original definition. 
The following theorem has been proved by Greiner (1982). 
Theorem 2.4. Let A be the generator of a positive irreducible semigroup T(t) and suppose that s (A ) is a 
pole of the resolvent, then o +(A ) = s (A ) + i aZ for some real a ;;;;;., 0, and every element s (A ) + i ak ,k EZ is 
a pole of order one of the resolvent, and moreover its geometric multiplicity is one. 
We can now characterize the peripheral spectrum o +(A ) under an additional assumption. 
Theorem 2.5. Let T (t) be a positive irreducible semi group with generator A such that s (A ) is a pole of the 
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resolvent. Suppose moreover that 
c..>o(T(t )) > Wess (T(t )), (2.7) 
then there is an £>0 such that ReA<s(A )-Efor all .\eo(A ),.\=Fs(A ). 
~ 
Proof. Since the part of the spectrum at the right of the vertical line ReA = wessCT(t)) contains only 
(normal) eigenvalues and therefore is "faithfull" to the spectrum of the semigroup (Pazy (1983)), i.e. 
{e0 ·1 .\eo(A), ReA>wess} = {µ.eo(T(t)) 11µ.l>ress(T(t))} it ·follows that it suffices to show that 
o+(A) = {s(A)}. Suppose not. Then o+(A) = s(A)+iaZ for some a ;;a., 0. This implies that the clo-
sure of the set {es(A).teiaktlkeZ} is contained in o(T(t)). If at /71 is irrational (and this is true for a.e. 
t>O) this means that {µ.I IP.I= es(A)t }ko(T(t)), yielding that "'ess(T(t));;;a.os(A) which contradicts 
"'ess (T(t ))<wo(T(t )). D 
Let y = s (A ) and let tf!0,F 0 be the associated positive eigenvector and ad joint eigenvector, 
A o/o = Yo/o, A* F0 = yF0, (2.8) 
normalized by the conditions 
(2.9) 
Remark 2.6 If for example X = L 1(µ.) for some a-finite measure space (O,~,µ.), then o/o and F 0 are posi-
tive a.e. (Schaefer (1974)). 
We let P0 be the one-dimensional strictly positive projection 
def 
P(f/> = (F0®tf!o)q> = <F0,q,>.tf!o, cpeX. 
The large time behaviour of solutions n(t) = T(t)q> of the abstract Cauchy problem 
dn dt = An , n (0) = cp 
is characterized by the following theorem. 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
Theorem 2.7 Let A be the generator of the positive, irreducible semigroup T(t) such that the inequality 
"'ess(T(t))<w0(T(t)) holds. Then there exist constants E,M>O such that/or all cpeX the following estimate 
holds. 
(2.12) 
where y and P 0 are defined above. 
Proof. Let E>O be determined by theorem 2.5 such that y-E>Wess(T(t)). If µ.eo(T(t)), µ;=j=eY1 then 
lµ.l<e<Y-•>1 • Let Z = 'iR.(eY1 I-T(t)) (which does not depend on t ) and let Tz(t) denote the restriction 
of T(t) to Z, then Tz(t) defines a strongly continuous semigroup. Since o(Tz(t)) = o(T(t))\ {eY1}, we 
have r(T2 (t))<e<Y-•)t , t >0. Therefore w0(T2 (t))<y-f and we get that llTz(t)q>ll~Me<Y-•)t 114'11 , cpeZ 
for some positive constant M (see (2.6)). Now let cpeX. Clearly q, = P 0q, + (I -P0)q> 
T(t)P(f/> = eY1 Poc/J and llT(t)(l-Po) 4'11 = llTz(t) (l-P0)q>ll ~ Me<Y-•)t ll(l-P0)q> ll~Me<Y-•>1 1icpll 
This yields the result. D 
In the subsequent sections we shall apply these results from positive semigroup theory to a concrete 
problem in structured population dynamics. 
3. The model and some examples 
Consider a biological population whose individuals are completely characterized by the one dimen-
sional quantity x. We say that x is the state of the individual and we assume that [0,1) is the state space 
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of the population: this means among others that indeed all states 0 .;;;;; x .;;;;; 1 (with the possible excep-
tion of 0 and 1) can be reached eventually by some individual. We assume that individuals with state 
x ;;;;;.: !:!.. can jump instanteneously to some lower state x -!:!.. where O<d<l is a fixed parameter. 
Let n (t ,x) be the function representing the distribution of the individuals over all individual states 
x> ~ 
x E[O,l] at time t, i.e. J n(t ,x)dx is the number of individuals with state between x 1 and x 2 at time t. 
XI 
Let q,(_x) denote the state distribution at time t = 0, then n (t ,x) can be computed from: 
an a 
at(t ,x) + ox (g(x)n(t ,x)) = o(x)n(t ,x)-b(x)n(t ,x) + b(x +!l.)n(t ,x +!:!..), 
where one should read b(x+!l.)n(t,x+!l.) = Oifx+!l.> 1, 
I 
g(O)n(t,O) = jh(x)n(t,x)dx , 
0 
n (O,x) = q,(_x ). 
(3.1.a) 
(3.1.b) 
(3.1.c) 
Here g(x) denotes the growth rate accounting for the fact that between two jumps the state of an indivi-
dual increases continuously according to the ordinary differential equation 
dx dt = g(x ). (3.2.) 
o(x) denotes the entrance (if o(x);;;a;.:O) - disappearance (if o(x)<O) rate (a very well known example of 
disappearance is provided by death). b(x) is the jump rate and h(x) the reproduction rate. The boun-
dary condition (3.1.b.) expresses the fact that all newborns obtain the state x = 0 at birth. We refer to 
the lecture notes edited by Metz & Diekmann (in prep.) where it is explained in great detail how to 
derive balance equations constituting structured population models. 
We define X(t ,x) as the state of an individual at time t given that its state at time zero was x and no 
jumps have occurred meanwhile. Then X(t,x) is the solution of the ordinary differential equation 
dX 
dt = g (X), X(O,x) = x. 
The curves ti-+(t ,X(t ,x )), where Oo;;;;;;x < 1, are the characteristic curves of (3.1.a). 
We shall study the initial value problem (3.1) in L 1[0,l], which seems to be the most natural choice. 
So we assume that cf>EL 1[0,l]. Let n(t) be given by n(t)(x) = n(t ,x), x E[O,l]. We call n(t ,x) a solu-
tion of (3.1) if and only if 
(1) n(t)EL 1[0,l],t ;;;a;.:O and ti-+n(t) is continuous as a mapping from R+ into L 1[0,l]. 
(2) n is differentiable along the characteristics of (3.1.a), i.e. for all t > 0 and 0 < x < 1 
(Dn)(t ,x) = lim n(t +h,X(hhx))-n(t ,x) exists. 
h-'>0 
(3) For all t > 0 and 0 < x < 1 
(Dn)(t,x) = o(x)n(t,x)-b(x)n(t,x)+b(x +!l.)n(t,x +!:!..), 
I 
n(t,O) = J h(x)n(t,x)dx, t>O, 
0 
n(O,x) = q,(_x), Oo;;;;;;x .;;;;;1. 
Remark 3.1 In the probability-theoretic literature (3.1.a) - (3.1.b) is called the forward equation. In some 
problems it seems biologically more relevant and/or mathematically easier to study the associated back-
ward equatibn (for instance in the space of continuous functions). For an example we refer to Heijmans 
(to appear, 3) were we study the "backward formulation" of the problem described in example 3.9. 
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In order to obtain a well-defined mathematical problem we have to make some assumptions, which 
fortunately do hardly limitate the applicability to biological models. 
Assumption 3.2 o,h ,b and g are continuously differentiable on [O, 1 ]. Moreover h ,b and g are nonnega-
tive. ~ 
Smoothness is assumed to keep the forthcoming analysis surveyable. Without doubt it can be weak-
ened without yielding essentially new biological phenomena (see section 7). Positivity of h ,b and g fol-
lows immediately from the biological interpretation. 
Assumption 3.3.a g(x)>O, x E[0,1), g(l) = 0 and g'(I)=#). 
b) g(x +A)< g(x), O.;;;;;x .;;;I-A. 
This is our most important and also most restrictive assumption. A biological implication is that an indi-
vidual can never reach state x = 1; a generation (see section 4 for a precise definition) never becomes 
extinct, and this has some very important mathematical consequences. Observe that assumption 3.3.a 
implies that assumption 3.3.b is satisfied in a neighbourhood of x = 1 - A. Biologically, assumption 
3.3.b. means the following. Consider two individuals, both with state x >Ll at time t = 0. The first 
individual jumps immediately to state x -a and finally reaches state x 1 = X(t ,x -Ll) at time t. The 
second individual starts growing first, and subsequently jumps back to state x 2 = X (t ,x )-A at time t. 
If g(x +A)*g(x) for all x then x 1*x2• This implies that the jump process provides a dispersion 
mechanism, separating individuals of one cohort. 
Before stating our third assumption we have to give some definitions. Let ah E[O,l] be the smallest 
value such that: h(x) = O,x E(ah,l]. Let ab E[Ll,1] be given by ab = min{ah +Ll,l}. 
Assumption 3.4 If ah <I then b(x)>O on [ab,l]n(A,l]. 
!
1 ~ fx bm-om-p If b(l) = 0 then ( ) exp (- (l:\ d~dx > 1 , where P = b(l)-o(l). 
0 g x 0 g .. , 
The first part of assumption 3.4 says that every individual without regard to its state has the possibil-
ity to reproduce at some future time instant (perhaps after one or more jumps) or to reach a state arbi-
trarily close to zero. In other words: every state between 0 and 1 is reachable for an individual or its pro-
geny. This implies that we have to do our bookkeeping on the whole individual state space [O, 1] if we 
are interested in the time dependent development of the population. The second part of assumption 3.4 
is rather technical; it is needed to settle estimate (2.7). It is easily seen that this last assumption is ful-
filled if b(l) + h(l)>O. 
We shall now describe five examples from structured population dynamics which can be reduced to 
system (3.1) by choosing a suitable new state description. Only in the first example we shall indicate how 
the assumptions 3.2 - 3.4 are carried over to the new situation. In the other examples this is left to the 
reader. 
Example 3.5: Size dependent cell growth. 
Consider a population of unicellular organisms whose members are characterized by their size s. The 
population reproduces by fission into two equal parts and the rate at which cells with size s divide is 
given by {J(s). We assume that fJ is C 1 , {J(s) = 0 if s.;;;;;a (where 0 <a< 1) and {J(s)>O if s>a. 
Then the minimum possible size is ta. Let individual cell growth be governed by 
ds 
dt = y(s)' 
where y•is a C 1-function, y(s )>0ifta.;;;;;s<1 'y(l) = 0 and y'(l) *o. 
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Finally we assume that the mortality rate µ = µ.(s) is a non-negative C 1-function. Let N 0(s) , N (t ,s) 
be the size distribution at time zero and time t respectively: 
oN o , 
at(t,s) +as (y(s)N(t,s)) = -µ.(s)N(t,s)-{J(s)N(t,s) + 4{J(2s)N(t,2s) (3.3.a) 
We define the state variable x by 
N(t,ia) = 0, 
N(O,s) = N 0(s). 
lol?.S' 
x = x(s) = 1--;--r-. 
log2a 
The inverse function s = S (x) is given by 
where A = -
1
10g1 
2 > 0. If we put 
og2a 
-( 1-x) 
s = S(x) = 2 ll 
n(t,x) = s'(x).S(x).N(t,S(x)), 
then (3.3) transforms into 
on 0 Tt(t ,x) + ox (g(x)n(t ,x)) = 11(x)n(t ,x)-b(x)n(t ,x) +b (x +A)n(t ,x +A), 
n(t,O) = 0, 
n(O,x) = c/>(x), 
(3.3.b) 
(3.3.c) 
(3.4) 
(3.5.a) 
(3.5.b) 
(3.5.c) 
where g(x) = Y~f:}) , 11(x) = -µ.(S(x)) + Y~{:}) and b(x) = /J(S(x)), and where we have used 
that s'(x +A) = 2S'(x). Therefore this model fits into our framework. 
X' 
Remark 3.6. a) Observe that J n (t ,x )dx is not a number, but a biomass since it follows from (3.4) that 
x2 s2 J n(t,x)dx = J sN(t,s)ds, wheres;=S(x;), i = 1,2. 
x• s• 
b) The cell division problem (3.3) has been extensively investigated by Diekmann et al (1984) for the 
case that growth remains bounded away from zero in a neighbourhood of 1, but instead the rate {J(s) 
I 
becomes infinite in such a way that J {J(s)ds = oo. In that case the cell cycle time is finite for all cells, 
a 
whereas this is not true in the model under consideration. 
Example 3. 7: Reproduction causing a decrease in weight. 
Consider a population whose individuals are characterized by their weight w which varies between w0 
and w1• An adult having weight w ;;;a.(r + l)w0 (where r is fixed and (r + l)w0<w 1) can give birth tor 
offspring (for instance eggs) all having the same weight w0, thereby reducing its own weight to w -r.w0• 
Let fJ = {J(w) be the reproduction rate which is identically zero on [w0,(r + l)w0], and let µ,y,N0 and N 
be the same as in the previous example. The following equations hold: 
oN o Tt(t ,w) + ow (y(w)N(t ,w)) = -µ.(w)N(t,w)-{J(w)N(t ,w) + {J(w +rw0)N(t,w +rw0), 
y(wo)N(t ,w0) = r J {J(w)N(t ,w)dw , 
(r + l)wo 
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N(O,w) = No(w). 
w-w 
If we define the new state x as: x = 0 , then this model provides a second example if fJ,µ 
w1-wo 
and y obey the conditions associated with assumptions 3.2 - 3.4. 
Example 3.8.: Populations subject to random catastrophes. 
Consider a collection of populations. We assume that an individual (in our terminology this is a 
population which is a member of the collection) is characterized by the quantity s, denoting the size of 
the population. Furthermore we assume that every individual is subject to growth, 
ds 
dt = y(s)' 
and to random catastrophes, which reduce the population size from s to p.s where p e(0,1) is fixed. We 
denote by /J(s) the rate at which catastrophes occur and we assume that there exists a number a e(O,l) 
such that /J(s )>0 , s >a and /J(s) = 0 elsewehere. With respect to y we make the meanwhile well-known 
assumptions: 
y E C1 'y(s)>O 's<l 'y(l) = 0' y(l):f:O. 
Let N (t ,s) be the size distribution then N obeys 
o'.lN (t,s) +-!- (y(s)N(t,s)) = -/J(s)N(t,s) + l.p(.!...)N(t,.!...), 
ut us p p p 
N(t,pa) = 0, 
N(O,s) = N0(s), 
where N 0 is the initial size distribution. A similar transformation as in Example 3.5 carries the problem 
over into (3.1). We refer to Gripenberg (1983) for a different approach. 
Example 3.9: Holling's hungry mantid model. 
A fourth example is given by the equation describing the probability distribution N (t ,s) of the satia-
tion s of an invertebrate predator catching preys with fixed weight w at a rate /J(s ). 
on a 
at(t ,s) - a; (csN(t ,s) = -/J(s)N(t ,s)+/J(s -w)N(t ,s -w), (3.6.a) 
N(t,smaJ = 0, 
N(O,s) = N 0(s), 
where the satiation s ,0 :s;;;s :s;;;s max between two catches decreases exponentially with time 
ds 
dt = -c.s. 
We refer to Metz & van Batenburg (in prep.) and Heijmans (to appear, 3) for more details. 
In this case one can define the new state x by: x = 1 - _s_ . 
Smax 
Example 3.10: Age structured populations 
(3.6.b) 
(3.6.c) 
Our final example happens at the same time to be the best known (see Priiss (1981), Webb (to 
appear)), and it concerns the growth of an age-structured population on an in.finite age-interval which 
excludes the situation that the reproduction rate /J(a ), where a is age, obeys /J(a )=O,a ;;;i:A. To reduce 
this problem to our formulation one can define the new state x by: x = 1-e -Ba, where 8>0 is fixed. 
Then g(x) = dx = dx = 8e-Oa = IJ(l-x). 
' dt da 
4. Semigroup solution to the problem and the main result 
We can rewrite (3.1) as an abstract Cauchy problem on the space L 1[0,l]: 
dn di = An , n (0) = 4> , 
where the closed operator A is given by 
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(4.1) 
d . (A ifl)(x) = - dx (g(x)o/(x)) + a(x)o/(x)-b(x) o/(x) + b(x +..:l)o/(x +..:l), (4.2) 
for all i[I in the domain 6D(A) of A , 
I 
6D(A) = {i[IEL1[0,l]lg. i[I isabsolutelycontinuousandg(O)i/1(0) = J h(x)o/(x)dx}, (4.3) 
0 
which is densely defined. In this section we shall prove that A generates a strongly continuous semigroup 
T(t) and we shall give a series representation of this semigroup. First we write A as the sum of a closed 
operator B, 
d (Bi[l)(x) = - dx (g(x)o/(x)) + a(x)o/(x)-b(x)o/(x), (4.4) 
having the same domain as A , and a bounded operator C given by 
{
b(x +..:l)ifl(x +..:l), Oo;;;;;x o;;;;;J-..:l, 
(Ci[l)(x) = 0 , x>l-..:l. (4.5) 
A straightforward computation shows that B is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup, and 
now a standard result from semigroup theory (Pazy (1983)) says that A being the sum of B and a 
bounded operator C, also generates a strongly continuous semigroup which we denote by T(t). The 
solution n(t) = T(t)4> of (4.1) can be represented by the series 
00 def 00 
n(t) = ~ n;(t) = ~ T;(t)4>, 
i=O i=O 
where the n/s are obtained from 
if i =O, and 
ifi;;a.,I. 
ano a(gno) at + ~ = (a(x)-b(x))no(t ,x), 
g(O) n0(t ,0) = 0 , 
n0(0,x) = cp(x), 
an; a(gn;) 
at + a:;- = (a(x)-b(x))n;(t,x)+b(x +..:l)n;-I (t ,x +..:l), 
I 
g(O)n;(t,O) = J h(x)n;- 1(t ,x) dx , 
0 
n;(O,x) = 0, 
(4.6) 
(4.7.a) 
(4.7.b) 
(4.7.c) 
(4.8.a) 
(4.8.b) 
(4.8.c) 
Remark 4.1. Let S 0(t) be the semigroup generated b B, then a variation-of-constants formula applied to 
~~ = Bn + Cn, with Cn being considered as the inhomogeneous part of the equation, reduces the 
t 
Cauchy problem (4.1) to the integral equation n(t) = S 0(t)4> + J S 0(t-T) Cn(T)dT, from which by the 
~ OOO 
method of successive approximations, n (t) is found to be n (t) = . ~ S; (t )4>, where S; (t) can be obtained 
1=0 
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t 
from S 0(t) and Si- 1(t) by means of the formula Si(t)cp = fS0(t-T)CSi-i(T)cpdT,i;;.I. The above 
0 
expansion is different from the one given in ( 4.6) in the sense that the computation of T 0(t )cp involves the 
boundary condition g(O)n (t ,0) = 0 whereas the computation of S 0(t )cp involves 
I ~ 
g(O)n (t ,0) = f h (x )n (t ,x )dx and something similar holds for the other terms 1j (t) , Si (t ). 
0 
Now we shall reformulate the initial value problem (3.1) as an integral equation from which all terms 
ni(t) in (4.6) can be computed. We pretend as if the expressions b(x +A) n(t,x +A) and 
I 
f h(x)n(t,x)dx in (3.1) are known a priori, and compute the solution of the thus obtained inhomogene-
o 
ous equation. As a result we find the following integral equation: 
where 
_ EJll g(X(-t,x)) _ _ 
{ 
I 
n(t,x) - g(x) E(X(-t,x)) </>(_X( t,x)) + [ h({>n(t T(x),{)d~ 
ft g(X( -T,X )) + 
0 
E(X(-T,x)) b(X{-T,x)+A)n(t-T,X{-T,X) + A)dT}, 
- x d~ 
T(x) - [gill ' 
E(x) = exp [J o@-bill d~] . 
0 g({) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(i.e. T(x) is the time an individual needs to grow from state 0 to x) where one should read n (t ,x) = 0 if 
t <0, and take a function to be zero if its argument is not defined. Now ni (t ,x) can be computed from 
the formulae 
_ EJll g(X(-t,x)) _ 
n0(t,x) - g(x) . E(X(-t,x)) . </>(_X( t,x)), (4.12.a) 
- E.Sll 1 -
ni(t,x) - ( ) {j h({)ni-1(t T(x),{)d~ 
g x 0 
ft g(X(-T,x)) _ _ _ + 
0 
E(X(-T,x)) . b(X( T,x)+A) n;- 1(t T,X{ T,x)+A)dT}, (4.12.b) 
with the same conventions as in (4.9). Observe that T0(t) defines a strongly continuous semigroup. 
Each function ni has a clear biological interpretation. n0 represents the members of the O'th genera-
tion, i.e. those individuals present at time zero which have not experienced a jump yet. The i 'th genera-
tion, represented by ni, consists of the offspring of members of the (i - 1 )'th generation, and those indivi-
duals who where member of the (i - l)'th generation at an earlier time, but have experienced one jump 
during the time elapsed. Observe from (4.12) that a generation, once it has come into existence never 
goes extinct anymore. 
The two following sections are concerned with the verification of the conditions of theorem 2.7: 
i) T(t) is a positive, irreducible semigroup. 
ii) Wess(T(t)) < Wo(T(t)). 
We can state our main result now. 
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Theorem 4.2 There exists a constant yER, a strictly positive projection P0 of rank 1 and positjye--constants 
M,£>0 such that for all cf>EL 1[0,l] 
II e-11 T(t)cp - Pocf>ll.;;;;Me-u llct>ll,t>O. 
Moreover P0 can be represented as P0 = F0®if;o. where F 0 EL
00[0,1] and i/;oEL 1[0,l] are positive a.e. 
This (renewal) theorem says that the populatiom grows or decays exponentially (depending on the 
sign of y) and the x-distribution becomes stationary if t~oo. At t = oo the dependence on the initial 
data is only reflected by the constant <F0,q,>. 
5. Irreducibility of the semigroup 
In this section we shall establish irreducibility of T (t) with respect to the cone Li [O, 1 ], consisting of 
all nonnegative functions of L 1[0, 1 ]. Actually we shall prove a much stronger result here. Let X (t ,x) be 
as in section 3. 
Theorem 5.1 There is at* >0 such that n(t,x)>O, O<x <X(t-t* , 0), t >t*. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of this result. Let us assume for simplicity that the ini-
tial function q, is continuous and q,(x )>0, x E(fu- ,fu+), where O<g0- < fu+ < 1. This assumption does 
not mean a restriction of generality since one can easily see from ( 4.12) that n 1(t ,x) indeed obeys this 
assumption if t is large enough. Let g-(t) = X(t,fu-) and g+(t) = X(t,fu+) and we define T(xi)') as the 
time which an individual needs to grow from x toy, T (x iY) = T(y )-'T(x) where T is given by ( 4.10). 
Lemma 5.2. n0(t,x)>O, C(t)<x<g+(t), t>O. 
This result follows immediately from (4.12.a). 
This result can easily be verified, using integral equation (4.9). 
Lemma 5.4 If ah <1 then there exists a t0>0 such that n(t ,1-A)>O if t >to-
Proof. It follows from assumf.tion 3.4 that b(x)>O on (1-£,1] for some £>0. We choose t~ ;;;i.o such 
I ef 1 I + 
that g-(t0 )> 1-£. Let t0=t0 + T(C(t0 )-A, 1-A). Since X(0,1-A) + A = 1 > g (t) and 
X(-t+t~,1-A) +A< X(-t0 +t~,1-A) +A= g-(t~), and from the continuity of X(.,1-A),g-(.) 
and g+(.) it follows that there exist T1(t), T2(t) for t>t0 such that: 
i) O<T1(t)<T2(t).;;;;t -t~ 
ii) if TE(T1(t), T2(t)) then X(-T,1-A) + AE(g-(t -T), g+(t -T)). 
T2(I) 
Thus n(t ,1-A) ;;;.: n 1(t ,1-A);;;i: J (something positive). <fct>)(X(-t +T, X(-T,1-A) + A))dT>O, 
'Tt(I} + 
t > t0, since X(-t +T,X (-T,1-A)+A) E(g0-,fu ) if TE(T1(t), T2(t)). This yields the result. 0 
,, 
Proof of theorem 5.1 We have to distinquish between three cases: 
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i) ah = 0. Let t 0 be such that n(t,1-d)>O, t>t0• Let qE"' and 8>0 be such that 1-d=s;;;qd<l and 
qd+8<1. From the integral-equation (4.9) it follows that n(t,x)>O if xE[l-d,qd+8) and 
de/ 
t>to + T(l-a,qa+8) = 1·. Now we obtain from lemma 5.3 that n(t,x) >0 if xE(0,8) and t > 1*. 
Thus n(t ,x) >0 if x E(O,X(t -t* ,0)), t >t*. 
ii) 0 < ah < 1. Using lemmata 5.4 and 5.3 one can easily show that there is a 8, 0--C:::: 8 < ah and 
t * > 0 such that n (t ,x) > 0 , x E (ah -8,ah) , t > t * . From the definition of ah and the integral equa-
tion (4.9) we obtain that n(t ,0) > 0 if t > 1* and therefore n(t ,x) > 0, x E[O,X(t -t* ,0)) ,t > 1*. 
iii) ah = 1. The definition of ah yields that for 1* large, h is not identically zero on (~-(!), ~+(t)) if 
t > 1*, and from lemma 5.2 we may conclude that n(t,O) > 0 if t > 1*. Consequently n(t,x) > 0 if 
x E(O,X(t -1· ,0)), t > 1*, and the result is proved. 0 
Corrollary 5.5 T(t) is irreducible. 
Remark 5.6 It is striking that the proof of this result does not require assumption 3.3.b. However to 
some extent this is an optical illusion since this assumption is closely related to the condition g(l) = 0, 
and this fact is heavily exploited in the proof. 
6. The inequality '->ess(T(t))<t.>o(T(t)) 
One cannot expect the inequality 
"'ess(T(t)) < wo(T(t)) (6.1) 
to be true if not some sort of compactness of T(t) can be established. We write T(t) = T 0(t) + U(t), 
00 
where U(t) = ~ T;(t) and T;(t),i ;a. 0 is defined in section 4. 
i=I 
Lemma 6.1 U (t) is compact for all t ;a.O. 
Proof. It suffices to show that T 1(t) is compact, since all the other terms T;(t) are obtained from T1(t) 
by integration. From (4.12) we obtain that 
.E_fil I E.fil (T1(t)q,)(x) = n 1(t,x) = g(;) . {[ h(y) g(y) . <t. <f>)(X(-t +'l'(x)JI)) dy + 
ft g(X(-T,X)) E _g_ 
0 
E(X(-T,x)) . (b.g)(X(-T,x)+d). ( E . </>)(X(-t +T,X(-T,x) + d))dT}, 
with the same conventions as in formula (4.9). We use an Arzela-Ascoli-like theorem to prove compact-
ness. The first term is easy. In the second term we substitute ~=X(-t +T, X(-T,x) + d) and a simple 
calculation shows that 
dT 
d~ 
= ___ __..ug....._(X_(,,._-_T_,_,x~)'-+_a .... )'------gm. {g(X(-T,x)+d)-g(X(-T,X))} 
and this expression never becomes zero if assumption 3.3.b is satisfied. Now, after making some tedious 
but straightforward estimates, compactness follows. 0 
We obtain from lemma 2.1 that 
IT(t)la = ITo(t) + U(t)la = ITo(t)la :s;;; llTo(t)ll , 
and from (2.2), (2.3) we get 
"'ess(T(t)) :s;;; "'o (To(t)). 
w0(T0(t)) is obtained from the following lemma. Let 
" 
v = b(l) - o(l). 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
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Lemma 6.2 There exist constants m ,M > 0 such that 
me-vt ~ llTo(t)ll ~ Me-vt , t ;;;.. 0. 
Proof. It follows from assumptions 3.2 and 3.3.a that there exist positive constants m i.m 2~,m4 such 
.!.. . .!.. 
that m 1(1-x)e-ct ~ 1-X(t,x) ~ m 2(1-x)e-ct and m3(1-x)c ~ E(x) ~ m 4(1-x)c, where 
c = -g'(l) > 0. From (4.12.a) we obtain that 
I I E.fil 
llTo(t)cJ>ll = flno(t,x)ldx = J (;) . <f. lcJ>l)(X(-t,x))dx 
0 v X(o,t) g 
This result implies that w0(T0(t)) = -p and from (6.2) we get 
Wess(T(t)) ~ -p, 
(it is not difficult to show that the equality holds) and therefore we "only" have to prove that 
Wo (T(t)) > -p, 
or equivalently (see (2.5)) 
s(A) > -p, 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
in order to settle (6.1). The rest of this section is concerned with the proof of (6.6). The reader should 
observe that this is the only place where the generator plays an essential role. 
Let f EL 1[0, 1]. The inhomogeneous equation >-.i/J-A i/J = f can be reduced to 
i/l(x) = E>.(x) . d h(EN(~d~ + J b(~+A) 1/1 (~+A)d~+ J J..fil_ d~}, (6.7) 
g(x) 0 0 E>.(~) 0 EAm 
where 
E>.(x) = E(x)e->.7'.x>. (6.8) 
As in the proof of the former lemma we can show that there exist positive constants I hi 2 such that 
c (6.9) 
and these estimates yield that the separate terms at the right-hand-side of (6.7) only make sense (i.e. 
define L 1-functions) if P+ReA >0. 
Now, for all AEC with P+ Re>-.> 0 we define the bounded operators T>.,U>. on L 1[0,l] by 
(T>.c/>)(x) = ~~~: . { i h(~~d~ + l b~;:) cJ> (~+A)d~}, (6.10) 
_ E>.(X) fx -2ill._ 1 
(U>.c/>)(x) - g(x) 0 E)..m d~' cf>EL [0,1]. (6.11) 
The following result is straightforward. 
Lemma 6.3.If P +Re>-. > 0 then T >. and U >. are compact. 
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Now for AEp(A), i.e. the resolvent set of A, we have (AI-A)- 1f = (I-Tllr 1Uxf and we con-
clude that for all A.with J1+ Re A> 0 we have 
AEo(A) ~ AEPo(A) ~ lEo(TJ. 
Now suppose that A is real and JI+ A:> 0 then Tx is positive and a famous result of~ & Rutman 
(1948) says that the spectral radius rx = r(Tx) is an eigenvalue. Thus, if there exists a i\o >-J1 such that 
r(Tx,,) = l, then i\oEo(A), and therefore s(A);;;;;;. i\o >-J1 an~ in that case we are done. Since r(TJ is 
continuous and 
lim r(Tx) = 0, 
A-+oo 
as one can show quite easily, it suffices to prove that 
lim r(Tx) > 1. 
AJ,-v 
To this end we shall use the following result due to Krein & Rutman (1948). 
(6.12) 
Lemma 6.4 If L is a positive operator and If; a positive, nonzero vector such that LI[; ;;;;.c. I[;, for some positive 
constant c, then r(L);;;;;;. c. 
We shall distinguish between two cases. 
(i) b(l) > 0 . Let AER , J1+A > 0. Some simple estimations using (6.9) show that there is a posi-
tive constant C such that 
x 
(Txo/)(x);;;;;;. C(l-xl+A-i J b(~+il) If; (~+a)d~. 
0 
(6.13) 
From b(l) > 0 it follows that there is a 8E(0,il) and an T/ >0 such that b(x) > T/, x E(l-8,l]. 
p 
Now letp = J1+AE(O,l), £ = V'f. 8 and let I/Ip E Lt [0,1] be given by 
o/p(x) = (1-x)- 1/P,xE(l-8,1-£), 
I/Ip (x) = 0 , elsewhere. 
From (6.13) it follows that 
1-( 
(Txo/p)(x);;;;;;. C (1-x)-l+p J T/. (1-x)-l+p dx = ;'IJ ff o/p(x), 
1-8 p 
and lemma 6.4 yields that r(T -v+p) ;;;;;;. C2py • ff , hence lim r(Tx) = oo , so we have esta-
'AJ,-v 
blished (6.12) in this case. 
(ii) b(l) = 0. Clearly Tx If;;;;;;;. Sx If;, l[;ELt [O,l],J1+A > 0, where 
Ex(x) 1 (Sxo/)(x) = -(-)-j h(~) If; md~. Therefore r(Tx);;;;;;. r (Sx). Clearly lEo(Sx) for some A with 
g x 0 
1 Ex(x) 
J1+A > 0, if and only if J h(x) -(-)-dx = 1. It follows from the second part of assumption 
0 g x 
• J1 Ex.(x) 3.4 that there is a A > - JI such that h(x) () dx = 1, hence r(Tx•);;;;;;. r(Sx•);;;;;;. l, 
0 g x 
and this implies (6.12). Now we have proved 
Theorem 6.5 Wess(T(t)) < wo(T(t)). 
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Remark 6.6 If b _O and the second part of assumption 3.4 is not fulfilled, then 
(,J0(T(t)) = (,J0(T0(t)) = -v. This can be proved in the following way: suppose w0(T(t)) >(,Jo (T0(t)). 
Then there is a µ.EC , IP.I > e _,,, such that p.Eo(T(t )). Since 
a(A) n {i\ Iv+ Rei\> O} = 0 
and the point spectrum and residual spectrum of the generator A and semigroup T(t) are faftbfull (Pazy 
(1983)) we may conclude thatµ. must be contained in the continuous spectrum of T(t). However this is 
contradicted by the observation that · 
µJ-T(t) = µJ-T0(t)-U(t) = (µJ-T0(t))(I-(µJ-T 0(t))- 1 U(t)), 
and the compactness of U(t). Hence w0(T(t)) = (,J0(T0(t)) = -v. In this case we may conclude from 
(2.6) that for all t: > 0 there is a M(t:) >0 such that 
II T(t )4>11 .;;;;; M (t:)e -<v-•)t llct>ll . 
7. Final remarks 
In a paper on the linear transport equation, Greiner (1984) also exploits the positivity and irreducibil-
ity of the associated semigroup to determine the ultimate behaviour of solutions, and it is worth mention-
ing that also in that paper (and other literature on linear transport theory) the inequality 
(,Jess (T(t )) < wo (T(t )) plays an important role. 
The equations in example 3.8 as well as in example 3.9 induce a semigroup T(t) which obeys 
llT(t)ll = 1 , t ;;;;. 0, which says that there is conservation of number. (This can easily be obtained by 
integrating the equations over all values of s .) This yields that in this case 
(,Jess(T(t)) = -{l(l) < 0 = (,Jo(T(t)). 
One can think of other situations where a similar conservation principle provides an easy proof of the 
inequality (6.1), and in such cases, positive semigroup theory is extra powerful. 
If generations go extinct after finite time (for instance if g(l) > O; see remark 3.6.b) then 
T 0(t) = 0, t > T(l) and hence T(t) is compact, t > 7(1) implying that (,Jess(T(t)) = -oo and also in 
this situation inequality (6.1) is a trivial one. Unfortunately it is now also much more involved to prove 
irreducibility of the semigroup T(t). 
If we drop the assumption that b and a are C 1 but instead impose the weaker condition 
0 
!
1 
...... lb ...... (x__.)_-_a.._(x...._)-___,_vl dx<oo, g(x) 
then all calculations remain valid. 
We expect that the assumption 
g(x +A)< g(x), 0 < x < 1-A. 
can be omitted, perhaps at the cost of a strengthening of the second part of assumption 3.4. We refer to 
section 8 of Diekmann, Heijmans & Thieme (1984), where for a related problem it is shown how a weak-
ening of such an assumption induces (extra) essential spectrum. 
If we allow the jump parameter A to take all values between A1 and A2 where 0 < A1 < A2 < l, and 
a, 
the probability of making a jump A is determined by the smooth function p(A), J p(A)dA = 1 , then 
a, 
(3.1.a) has w be replaced by 
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an a 112 
-a (t ,x) + -a (g(x)n(t ,x)) = (o(x)-b(x))n(t,x) + J p(il)b(x +il)n(t,x +t:.)dli t x ~ 
In this case the bounded perturbation C (see section 4) is given by 
A, 
(Ci/t)(x) = J p(t:.)b(x +t:.) i/t (x +t:.)dt:., 
A1 
and this defines a compact operator. In this case compactness of U(t) follows immediately, and does 
not require the assumption g(x +t:.)<g(x). We refer to Heijmans (to appear, 2) for a related problem. 
Finally we think it is important to notice that we can avoid the use of theorem 2.4 and prove theorem 
4.2 exploiting the fact that the semigroup obeys a stronger positivity-condition than irreducibility (c.f. 
theorem 5.1), namely: for all f/>ELt[O,l],#0 and FEL-f[0,1],F=FO there is at= t('f>,F) ;;a. 0 such 
that <F,T(t)q,> > 0 for all t ;;a. t(q,,F). We shall call such a semigroup nonsupporting after a concept 
of Sawashima (1964). Using Sawashima's result on nonsupporting operators we can prove theorem 2.5, 
where 'irreducible' is replaced by 'nonsupporting', directly. We refer to theorem 1.3 of Nussbaum (1984) 
for a related result. 
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